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Abstract

In the early 21st century, the value of contemporary Chinese art inordinately escalated
along with Chinaʻs astounding rise in the world economy. Since then, some of the internationally
renowned contemporary artists of China have begun dabbling in technological media. In my
research, I have found that the content of this new media art, which may appear European on the
surface, often contains subtle ethical messages that may be rooted in Chinese history and
philosophy. This presentation analyzes artwork by Xu Bing, Miao Xiaochun, Hu Jieming and
others who have incorporated electronic media into their work.
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Abstract
The mainstreaming of soul music in the Philippines began with the emergence of Rico J.
Puno. Puno, who died of heart failure on 30 October 2018, was known to be “The Total
Entertainer”, an exponent of Manila Sound, which evolved into what is now popularly known as
Original Pilipino Music (OPM). While soul music originated from Black experiences in America
during the late 1950s and 1960s, many of Puno’s hits, such as “Kapalaran” (Fate, 1976), Ang
Tao’y Marupok (To Err is Human, 1977), “May Bukas Pa” (There is still tomorrow, 1978), “Lupa”
(Earth, 1979) , and “Diyos ang pag-ibig” (God is love, 1980), appropriated many elements of the
genre—gospel-style melodic patterns, secular lyrics, as well as R&B orchestrations. But Puno’s
raspy and funky transmutation of these elements contained a strong Philippine subject-position.
By so doing, Puno repossessed the genre to propel the direction of popular music in the Philippines
during the late 1970s and the early 1980s.
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Abstract
Personal stories will be told, and a subjective and tentative vision sketched of an
invigorated role for the “humanities” on university campuses in our troubled 21st century world.
Underlying this explicit sharing are the following implicit probes: (1) What more are the
“humanities” than what we have treated them to be? What more is the “humanities scholar” than
what we have thought her or him to be? What more is the role of the “humanities educator” than
what we have said it to be? Have all potentially useful framings and re-framings been exhausted,
or do we in Asia and the Pacific have further contributions to make? (2) How much respect for the
human body, for human emotions, for the human spirit, for the spiritual, and for nature and our
human inter-connectedness with all living systems, permeates our humanities scholarship and
teaching? Can we in Asia and the Pacific do even more to affect mainstream understandings of
what it could mean to be a mature, whole, fully-functioning human being? (3) To what extent do
our humanities programs in Asia and the Pacific region foreground Western topics, methods,
content, and issues in our scholarship and teaching? How actively are we encouraging scholars
from our Asian and Pacific region, and indigenous scholars from around the world, to further
enlarge our conceptions of the humanities? (4) How are we faring in our ethical responsibility to
humanity and the planet in pursuing humanities scholarship that not only advances individual
careers, but that contributes to peoples’ empathic caring for humanity, the harmonization of
humankind, and planetary survival?
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